The Permanent Mission of the Republic of Belarus to the United Nations Office and other International Organizations at Geneva presents its compliments to the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, Secretariat of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, and has the honour to inform that the following Belarusian delegation will take part in the 71st session of the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (14 February-4 March 2021, Geneva) to present the seventh periodic report of Belarus and to engage in dialogue with the Committee:

H.E. Mr. ALEINIK Sergei, Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Belarus, Head of the Delegation;

H.E. Mr. AMBRAZEVICH Yury, Ambassador, Permanent Representative of the Republic of Belarus in Geneva, Deputy Head of the Delegation;

Ms. VELICHKO Irina, Head, Main Department for Multilateral Diplomacy, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Deputy Head of the Delegation;

Ms. KARPOVICH Natallia, Deputy Chairman of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Belarus;

Mr. RUMAK Aliaksanr, Commissioner for Religious and Ethnic Affairs under the Council of Ministers of the Republic of Belarus;

Mr. VYSOTSKI Aliaksandr, Deputy Head, General Directorate for Drug Control and Counteracting Trafficking in Human Beings, Ministry of Interior;
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Mr. SHCHARBINSKI Aliaksei, Head, Main Department of Organization of Medical Care, Ministry of Health;

Mr. KHAJAYEU Aliaksandr, Director, Republican Scientific and Practical Center for Mental Health;

Ms. KINDIRENKO Maria, Head, Main Department of General Secondary, Preschool and Special Education, Ministry of Education;

Mr. TAMILCHYK Eduard, Head, Main Department of Educational Work and Youth Policy, Ministry of Education;

Ms. DAVIDOVICH Albina, Deputy Head, Main Department of General Secondary, Preschool and Special Education, Ministry of Education;

Ms. KARZHova Iryna, Deputy Head, Main Department of General Secondary, Preschool and Special Education, Ministry of Education;

Ms. SYSOI Sviatlana, Senior specialist, Department of General Secondary Education, Ministry of Education;

Ms. SIMAKOVA Alena, Senior specialist, Department of Social, Educational and Ideological Work, Ministry of Education;

Ms. KHITRUK Vera, Director, Institute of Inclusive Education, Maksim Tank Belarusian State Pedagogical University;

Ms. MASLOUSKAYA Valiantsina, Head, Main Legal Department, Ministry of Labour and Social Protection;

Ms. BELASH Sviatlana, Head, Department of Population, Gender and Family Policy, Ministry of Labour and Social Protection;

Ms. HRACHYKHA Viktoryia, Head, Department for Disabled Persons, Ministry of Labour and Social Protection;

Ms. SAMADUMSKAYA Aliaksandra, Head, Department of Regulation of Pension Relations, Main Department of Pension Provision, Ministry of Labour and Social Protection;
The Permanent Mission of the Republic of Belarus avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, Secretariat of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the assurances of its highest consideration.

Geneva, 7 February 2022